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Police Investigate 2 Shootings  

New Brunswick Police detectives are investigating two (2) shootings which occurred yesterday evening. The first shooting occurred at approximately 8:00pm in the area of Lee Avenue and Talmadge Street. Brian Lambert (18 year old male from New Brunswick) was shot once in the abdomen. He was treated at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital for the non-life threatening injury.  

The second shooting occurred at approximately 10:40pm on May Street. Mildred Porter (55 year old female from New Brunswick) was shot once in the shoulder and once in the mouth. Ms. Porter was seated in her vehicle when an unknown male, wearing black clothing and a white ski mask, approached the vehicle and fired multiple shots. She was transported to Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital and treated for her non-life threatening injuries.  

The preliminary police investigation suggests that the two shootings are related and anyone with information is asked to call Detective Kenneth Abode at (732) 745-5217. There is no suspect description from the first shooting at this time.  
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